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Abstract
In this article, we present the applications of the discrete unified gas kinetic scheme (DUGKS) for
simulating thermal induced non-equilibrium flows. Four different types of thermally induced flows,
including the thermal creep flow, thermal edge flow, radiometric flow and temperature discontinuity
induced flow have been simulated in a wide range of Knudsen numbers. The numerical results have
been compared with direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) solutions and show that the Shakhov
model based DUGKS can be faithfully used for such thermally induced nonequilibrium flows. In
particular, due to the asymptotic preserving property of the DUGKS, the flow features in the near
continuum flows can be captured efficiently. The extremely low-speed character of such flows is also
in favor of the current deterministic model equation solver.
Keywords: Discrete Unified Gas Kinetic Scheme, DSMC, Knudsen force
1. Introduction
Under rarefied conditions, flow of gasses can be induced by the inhomogeneities of temperature
fields or the variations of temperature at solid boundaries involved in the system as the characteristic
length is comparable to the molecular mean-free-path. Typical examples include thermal creep (or
thermal transpiration) flow in a channel as the temperature gradient is applied along the channel
walls [1], radiometric flow around a solid plate with different surface temperatures immersed in a
vacuum [2], and flow between a heated cantilever next to a cold substrate inside a vacuum enclosure [3].
Although the speed of such temperature-induced nonequilibrium (TINE) flows is usually very low in
comparison with sound speed, various potential applications have been identified, such as Knudsen
pump [4] and mesosphere flight vehicle [5].
Depending on pressure conditions or device sizes, TINE flows can fall into different flow regimes
based on the Knudsen number defined by Kn = λ/L (with λ being the molecular mean-free-path and
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L the characteristic length), i.e., continuum regime (Kn < 0.001), slip regime (0.001 ≤ Kn < 0.1),
transition regime (0.1 ≤ Kn < 10), and free-molecular regime (Kn ≥ 10). It is a challenging problem
to develop an efficient numerical method that is applicable to all or multiple flow regimes. The modern
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods based on the classical continuum theory is not sufficient
to describe the dynamics behaviors of such flows beyond the continuum regime, the methods based on
extended hydrodynamic models (e.g., Grad’s 13 moment, Burnet and super-Burnet equations) also face
many theoretical and numerical difficulties although they can be designed for non-equilibrium flows [6].
Therefore, numerical approach based on kinetic descriptions have received wide applications in the
study of TINE flows (e.g., Refs. [3, 7–18], among which the stochastic direct simulation Monte-Carlo
(DSMC) method and the deterministic discrete ordinates method (DOM) based on kinetic model
equations are possible the most popular ones. Due to the extremely low Mach number of typical
TINE flows, the DSMC method needs a very long time averaging to lower the statistic noise in the
velocity field. Another problem the DSMC method faces is the huge computational cost in simulating
near continuum flows as it follows a time-splitting algorithm, namely, the dynamics of a simulated
particle is decoupled into free-flight and collision processes, and thus the time step and mesh size are
required to be less than the relaxation time and mean-free-path, respectively. It is noted that some
improved DSMC algorithms to reduce statistic noises have been developed (e.g., Refs. [19–21]), but the
restrictions on time step and mesh size are still not released. The DOM solves the Boltzmann or model
equations with discrete velocities and suitable time and space discretizations. A problem in classical
DOM is that splitting treatment as DSMC is adopted in the discretization of the kinetic equation,
and thus the constraints on time step and grid size still exist [22]. As such, some kinetic schemes
with asymptotic preserving (AP) properties have been developed for capturing both continuum and
free-molecular flow dynamics in a uniform numerical framework [23–26].
Recently, an AP method, discrete unified gas kinetic scheme (DUGKS), was developed for gas flows
ranging from continuum to rarefied regimes [27, 28]. The restriction on time step mesh size is removed
in the DUGKS and the finite-volume formulation enables the scheme to handle problems with complex
geometries [29]. The DUGKS was already successfully applied to low-speed nearly incompressible flows
and high-speed compressible flows ranging from continuum to free-molecular regimes [27–32], but its
capability to resolve the low-speed TINE flows has not been tested previously. In this work, we will
apply the DUGKS to several typical TINE systems to validate its effectiveness in simulating such
non-equilibrium flows.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of the
DUGKS, together with some analysis of its fundamental properties; then numerical simulations of
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several types of typical TINE flows (Thermal creep in a closed channel, radiometer flow around a
thin plate, flow induced by a hot microbeam immersed in a cavity and flow induced by temperature
discontinuities) are carried out in Sec. 3, with some comparisons with the DSMC data; A brief summary
is finally given in Sec. 4.
2. Discrete unified gas kinetic scheme
2.1. The Shakhov model equation
The governing equation used in this work is the Shakhov model equation [33] in which the collision
term of the original Boltzmann equation is approximated by a relaxation term. In two-dimensional
space the Shakhov model equation reads as,

∂f
∂f
∂f
1
+ ξx
+ ξy
= − f − fS ,
∂t
∂x
∂y
τ

(1)

where f = f (ξx , ξy , η, x, y, t) is the velocity distribution function of particles with velocity ξ = (ξx , ξy )
in the x- and y-directions, and velocity η in the z-direction at position (x, y) at time t. In Eq. (1),
τ is the relaxation time (mean collision time) and is related to the pressure p and gas viscosity µ
by τ = µ/p. The Shakhov equilibrium distribution function f S is given by the Maxwell distribution
function f M plus a heat flux correction term
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where Pr is the Prandtl number and can be adjusted freely. For a monatomic gas considered in this
work, Pr equals to 2/3. c = ξ − U is the peculiar velocity with U being the fluid velocity in twodimensional space. R is the specific gas constant. The macroscopic state variables such as the density
ρ, velocity U , temperature T and heat flux q can be calculated by taking moments of the distribution
function as,
ρ=
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where ρE = (1/2)ρU 2 +Cv T is the total energy with Cv being the heat capacity [(3/2)R for monatomic
gasses]). The pressure is related to the density and temperature by p = ρRT .
For two-dimensional problems considered in this work, the dependence of f on z-direction particle
velocity η can be removed by introducing the following distribution functions,
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Equation (1) can be therefore reduced by integrating it over the range of [−∞, ∞] with respect to η,
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The conservative macroscopic variables can be computed from these reduced distribution functions as
Z
ρ=

Z
gdξ,
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ξgdξ,
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and the heat flux can be computed as
q=

1
2

Z

c(c2 g + h)dξ.

(8)

We make a comment here that even though the Shakhov model is used here for approximating the
collision term, but other models have also been proposed such as the ellipsoidal statistical BhatnagarGross-Krook (ES–BGK) [34] and the unified model of both Shakhov model and ES–BGK model [35].
More importantly, for thermally induced flow simulations, the ES-BGK model is reported to perform
better than the Shakhov model in terms of the agreement of the temperature field to the full Boltzmann
equation solution [36, 35], which is different from the cases of strong non-equilibrium high-speed flows,
for which the Shakhov model is more accurate [37, 17]. Nevertheless, the numerical results for thermally
induced problems in this study show that the agreements to the DSMC solution are still quite well
using the Shakhov model.
2.2. Discrete unified gas kinetic scheme
The discrete unified gas kinetic scheme (DUGKS) is a finite-volume scheme for the discrete-velocity
Boltzmann model equations. The governing equation Eq. (5) is firstly discretized in the velocity space
with a set of chosen discrete velocity points {ξα , α = 1, 2, ..., M },
1
∂Φα
+ ξα · ∇Φα = − [Φα − ΦSα ] ≡ Ωα ,
∂t
τ

(9)

where Φα and ΦSα are the distribution function and equilibrium distribution function with discrete
velocity ξα . Equation (9) is then discretized in the spatial space with the following cell-centered
finite-volume scheme [28],
n
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4

k = 1, 2, . . . , N,

(10)

where Φnα,k is the cell averaged value of Φα in cell k at time level tn , |Vk | is the volume of the cell k,
N is total number of cells and ∆t = tn+1 − tn is the time step.
n+1/2

The flux Fα,k

is evaluated at middle time step at the cell face center by [28],
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where Sk,l is the surface vector of face l belonging to cell k, and Φα,k,l

is the distribution function at

the center of face l at the middle time step. The distribution functions at cell faces are constructed
by integrating the governing equation locally along the characteristic line that ends at the cell face
center xf from tn to tn+1/2 ,
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where s = tn+1/2 − tn is the half time step. Equation (12) can be rewritten in an explicit form by
introducing Φ̄ = Φ − s/2Ω and Φ̄+ = Φ + s/2Ω,
Φ̄n+1/2
(xf ) = Φ̄+,n
α
α (xf − ξα ∆t/2),

(13)

where Φ̄+,n
α (xf − ξα ∆t/2) is interpolated using first order Taylor expansion from the upstream cell
n+1/2

center [28, 29]. After getting Φ̄α

(xf ), the macro variables at the cell face W n+1/2 (xf ) can be
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obtained by taking moments of Φ̄α
n+1/2

distribution function Φα

(xf ) due to the compatibility condition [28]. Then the original

(xf ) can be recovered from the relation of Φ̄ and Φ as [28]
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Equation (10) can be rewritten in the following explicit form by introducing another two transformed
distribution functions, Φ̃ = Φ − ∆t/2Ω and Φ̃+ = Φ + ∆t/2Ω,
+,n
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In the actual implementation, Φ̃ is tracked instead of Φ. Φ̃+ and Φ̄+ are calculated from Φ̃ by [28]
Φ̄+ =

2τ − s
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The detailed algorithm of the DUGKS can be find in Ref. [28].
The time step in the DUGKS is determined by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition,


∆x
,
(17)
∆t = α
|U | + |ξ| min
where 0 < α < 1 is the CFL number and ∆x is the distance between the centers of two adjacent
cells that share an interface. Appropriate velocity grid that can fully resolve the distribution function
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is chosen according to a prior estimation of the deviation of the distribution function from the local
equilibrium distribution function. The moments are approximated from the discrete distribution
function using a certain numerical quadrature. For low Kn (Kn ≤ 0.1) cases, the distribution function
is near the Maxwell distribution and smooth in the velocity space, thus we choose the half-range GaussHermit quadrature which can well capture the distribution function. On the other hand, for higher Kn
(Kn > 0.1) cases, the distribution function may be irregular and even discontinuous, and we choose
the Newton-Cotes quadrature with uniform discrete velocity grid such that we can refine the velocity
mesh more easily than using the Gauss quadrature. Specifically, the bound of the Newton-Cotes type
√
√
of velocity grid is chosen to be [−4 2RTref , 4 2RTref ]. The velocity grid has to be fine enough to
resolve the non-smooth distribution function near the origin of the velocity space which is a typical
phenomenon in thermally induced rarefied flows [38]. Thus the total number of discrete velocities can
be very large due to the using of a uniform grid. Using a non-uniform grid with most quadrature points
locates near the origin (see e.g., in Ref. [38]) or an optimized discrete velocity set [8, 39] can mitigate
this problem. Another way to reduce the number of discrete velocities is to apply the conservative
integration or correction for the moments (see e.g., in Ref. [40, 41]).
As the DUGKS is an explicit scheme, for steady problems, the flow field will be assumed to be
steady only if the average relative change of the macro fields in two-successive steps are less than a
given tolerance  (10−8 in this study),
P
|W n+1 − Wkn |
n
< ,
ε = k Pk
n
k Wk

for W ∈ {ρ, U , T },

(18)

where the summations are taken over all cells.
2.3. Analysis of the numerical flux in the DUGKS
The distinct feature of the DUGKS is that the flux of distribution function is obtained from the
local characteristic solution of the governing equation itself, instead of directly interpolated from the
distribution function at nearby cell centers as usually done in classical DOM schemes.
The exact solution of governing equation at cell face center is
Φn+1/2
(xf )
α

=

Φnα (xf

Z

s

− sξα ) +

Ωα (xf − sξα + t0 ξα , tn + t0 )dt0 .

(19)

0

The first and second term on the right-hand side represents the free streaming and collision effect
along the characteristic line, respectively. In the DUGKS, the integration of the collision term in
Eq. (19) is approximated using the trapezoidal rule, so the error introduced is O(∆t3 ). The first
term on the right-hand side can be viewed as obtained by second-order interpolation. Thus the error
is O(∆x2 ). The overall error in the evaluation of the distribution function at middle time step is
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therefore O(∆x2 ) + O(∆t3 ), and the error in the approximation of distribution function flux
Z ∆t
1
Φα (xb , tn + t0 )dt0
F =
∆t 0

(20)

will be the order of O(∆x2 ) + O(∆t2 ) as the middle point rule is employed. Note that the integration
of the collision term, i.e., the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (19) is of order O(∆t) and
it contributes to the physical flux [42]. If we totally ignore this term, however, like classic explicit
schemes where certain interpolation scheme or total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes are used,
the time-step related error in the numerical flux will be the order of O(∆t). The direct consequence
is that the time step ∆t should be set to a much smaller value than the mean collision time τ to
suppress the numerical error which appears as numerical dissipation [43, 44]. For rarefied flows, this
is not a problem since τ is relatively large and the CFL condition limited ∆t is usually much smaller
than τ . But for near continuum flows, where τ is very small, this requirement of ∆t  τ make the
computation intractable. By computing the cell face distribution from the governing equation, both
the free transport and collision effect are considered naturally in the evaluation of distribution function
flux in the DUGKS, which insures the DUGKS can capture the both the free-molecular limit and the
continuum limit of the kinetic equation. In the free-molecular limit, ∆t/τ → 0, from Eq. (12), we can
get the middle time distribution function at cell face as
Φαn+1/2 (xf ) = Φnα (xf − ξα s),

(21)

which is the exactly the solution the free-molecular Boltzmann equation. While in the continuum
limit where ∆t  τ , the solution is (refer to the details in Appendix B of Ref. [27]),
n,S
n,S
Φn+1/2
(xf ) = Φn,S
α
α (xf ) − τ (∂t + ξα · ∇)Φα (xf ) + s∂t Φα (xf ),

(22)

which is the just Chapman-Enskog approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation. It means the DUGKS
can reduce to a scheme for the Navier-Stokes equation in the continuum limit. Here we also note some
unified schemes have also been proposed using other approaches. For example, the gas-kinetic unified
algorithm (GKUA) employs a Strang-splitting treatment of the collision/convection terms together
with a high-order time-integration scheme of the kinetic equation and is demonstrated to be able to
simulate near continuum flow effectively [45, 17].
3. Numerical test cases
In this section, we apply the DUGKS to the simulation of several kinds of TINE flows. In all of
the cases, the gas medium is modeled as a argon gas with its molecular mass m = 6.63 × 10−26 kg,
hard-sphere diameter d = 4.17 × 10−10 m and temperature dependent viscosity as µ = µref (T /Tref )ω ,
7
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Th = 400K

Tc = 200K

L = 1mm

Linear temperature variation from Th to Tc

Figure 1: Thermal creep flow in a closed channel.

where ω = 0.81 corresponding to the variable hard-sphere (VHS) collision model of the argon gas.
The reference viscosity µref is calculated also through the VHS model [46]
r
15ρref RTref λref
π
µref =
,
(5 − 2ω)(7 − 2ω) 2RTref

(23)

where ρref , λref and Tref are the reference density, mean free path and temperature respectively. The
√
mean free path is related to the gas density by λref = m/( 2πd2 ρref ) [46]. The DUGKS results are
calculated using the recently developed dugksFoam solver [47]. The DSMC results used for comparison
are obtained with the well-validated open source solver dsmcFoam [48] unless otherwise stated. The
VHS model is used in the dsmcFoam for the inter-molecular collision. An average of 50 simulated
particles in each cell are used for all of the cases, which is larger than common practices [46] to account
for the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio of the thermally induced flows.
3.1. Thermal creep flow in a closed channel
At rarefied condition, gas near a wall with tangential surface temperature gradient start to creep
in the direction from cold towards hot. This phenomenon is referred as thermal creep flow or thermal
transpiration [49]. In this study, we consider a flow configuration as illustrated in Fig. 1. The flow
geometry is a two-dimensional straight channel with closed ends and a length-to-width ratio of 5. The
width of the channel is L = 1 mm. The left and right ends are kept at a lower and higher temperatures
of Tc = 200K and Th = 400 K, respectively, while the lateral sides are imposed a linear temperature
distribution that varies from Tc at the left to Th at the right. Th is used as the reference temperature,
i.e., Tref = Th . All of the channel walls are assumed to be diffusive boundaries. The gas in the channel
is initialized with a uniform density and a linearly varied temperature as same as the lateral walls.
The Knudsen number is defined based on the initial uniform density field and the channel width. We
note that the same problem has been simulated before by various kinds of methods, such as the fast
spectral method (FSM) [38], the unified gas kinetic scheme (UGKS) [50] and information-preservation
DSMC (IP–DSMC) [20].
Four cases corresponding to Kn = 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 are simulated by both the DUGKS and DSMC
methods. For both the DUGKS and DSMC simulations, we use a uniform structured mesh with 50 by
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250 square cells. The velocity space in the DUGKS is discretized using 16 × 16 and 28 × 28 half-range
Gauss-Hermit quadrature points for the cases of Kn = 0.01 and 0.1, respectively, while 161 × 161
and 201 × 201 uniformly distributed Newton-Cotes quadrature points for the cases of Kn = 1 and
10, respectively. For the case of Kn = 10, the non-equilibrium effect is quite strong and it is further
enhanced by the large temperature difference between the channel ends. It is desirable to use such
a fine discrete velocity grid (201 × 201) to adequately resolve the irregular distribution function near
the origin of the velocity space since we are using the uniformly spaced discrete velocity points. Using
a non-uniform discrete velocity grid [38, 51] should reduce the total number of discrete velocities and
therefore the computational cost.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 2: Temperature contours and streamlines for the thermal creep flow case. Left panel: DUGKS results. Right panel:
DSMC results. Knudsen numbers in each panel from top to bottom are Kn = 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10. The non-dimensional
contour levels in each contour plot are from 0.65 to 0.95 with a uniform step of 0.05.

The temperature fields and streamlines at various Knudsen numbers predicted by the DUGKS and
DSMC simulations are presented in Fig. 2 side-by-sides. We can see from Fig. 2 the good agreements
between the DUGKS and DSMC results, especially in terms of the temperature fields. For the case of
Kn=0.01, the statistic noise of the velocity field predicted by DSMC method is still significant, despite
a very long time averaging has been conducted. Nevertheless, the overall flow patterns predicted by the
two methods are still very similar to each other at this low Knudsen number. For the case of Kn = 1,
the vortex center position predicted by the DUGKS is obviously more close to the horizontal centers
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional shear stress along the later side of the channel for the thermal creep flow case. (a) Kn = 0.01,
(b) Kn = 0.1, (c) Kn = 1, (d) Kn = 10.
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional temperature (a) and U-velocity (b) profiles along the horizontal center line of the therm creep
flow case.

of the channel than the DSMC result, whereas, at lower or higher Knudsen numbers, such difference
cannot be observed. The difference at this Knudsen number can be attributed to the difference between
the Shakhov model equation used by the DUGKS and the full Boltzmann equation (VHS model in this
study) in DSMC method. In the transition regime, the effect of different treatments on the collision
term of the Boltzmann equation is more significant than in the other flow regimes. In the slip regime,
the kinetic nature of the flow vanishes, while in the free molecular flow regime, the contribution of the
collision term is negligible. Thus in both regimes, the flow field is insensitive to the choice of model for
the collision term. A recent study [38] has shown that for thermally driven flows, even solved using the
full Boltzmann equation, the velocity field is still affected by the specific collision model significantly.
To compare the results further, we plot the shear stress along the lateral side of the channel in Fig. 3
and the temperature as well as the horizontal velocity profiles along the horizontal central line in
Fig. 4. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(b), we can observe that it is again in the case of Kn = 1 that the
difference between the DUGKS and DSMC results is more profound. While in all of the cases, the
temperature profiles agree quite well as indicated in Fig. 4(a).
3.2. Flow induced by a hot microbeam immersed near a cold substrate
In this case, we consider a flow induced by the configuration as illustrated by Fig. 5. This configuration is a two-dimensional abstraction (or cross section) of a long heated microbeam immersed in
a pipe with rectangular cross section and a colder surface temperature. At rarefied condition, when
the separation between a heated object and a nearby substrate is comparable to the mean free path,
a low-speed flow will develop around the heated object and hence a net force will be exerted on the
object. This kind of force is called Knudsen force and has been recently studied by many experiments
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Figure 5: Heated microbeam (cross section) in a cavity.

and numerical analyses [52–54, 13, 3, 22], possibly due to its important applications in Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS). In this study, the microbeam and the outer pipe wall serve as the heated
object and the cold substrate, respectively. As the surfaces of the microbeam and the substrate are
maintained at uniform temperatures, the flow is fundamentally different from the thermal creep flow
described in the above subsection. It can be classified as combined effect of thermal stress flow and
thermal edge flow [49] due to the inhomogeneity of the temperature gradient and the sharp corners of
the microbeam.
The temperature of the microbeam surface is kept at Ti = 300 K and the substrate at To = 500 K.
The sizes and the arrangements of the microbeam and substrate are obvious from the figure. All of
the solid walls are assumed to be diffusive boundaries. The reference temperature is Tref = 400 K. The
overall Knudsen number is defined using the narrowest separation between the microbeam and the
substrate which is 1 µm, and the mean free path which is defined using the initial uniform gas density.
We consider three Knudsen numbers in this case, i.e., Kn = 0.1, 1 and 10. For all of the cases, the
√
√
discrete velocity space is discretized in the range of [−4 2RTref , 4 2RTref ]2 with uniform points. For
the cases of Kn = 0.1 and 1, 101 × 101 points are used, while for the case of Kn = 10, a finer grid with
201 × 201 points are used due to the more pronounced non-equilibrium effect at this high Knudsen
number case. Three physical meshes with different resolutions are used for the three cases. A total of
85600, 25300 and 2960 rectangular cells are used in the meshes for the cases of Kn = 0.1, 1 and 10,
respectively, with the smallest cells padding around the microbeam wall and the outer cavity wall.
The velocity magnitude fields and the streamlines for each of the cases are presented in Fig. 6,
together with the DSMC results simulated using an in-house code (see in Acknowledgments). From
the figures, we can see the quite well agreements between the DUGKS and DSMC results, and the
rich vortexes developed at the corners of the microbeam. The maximum velocity magnitude is about
2.2m/s and appears at the upper right corner of the microbeam in the case of Kn = 1. The tiny vortexes
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Figure 6: Temperature contours and streamlines for the microbeam flow case. Left panel: DUGKS results. Right
panel: DSMC results. Knudsen numbers in each panel from top to bottom are Kn = 0.1, 1 and 10.
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near the outer wall in the case of Kn = 1 have been captured by both methods. Figure 7 shows the
non-dimensional shear stress and normal stress distribution along the surface of the microbeam. Good
agreements can be observed from the figures. It also reveals that as the Knudsen number decreases,
the non-uniformities of both the normal stress and the shear stress along the microbeam surface tend
to more obvious, and the stresses are accumulated near at the corner of the microbeam.
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(a)

DUGKS DSMC

Kn = 0.1
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Kn = 10
2
4
6
8 10
Distance along edges

12

(b)

Figure 7: Non-dimensional normal stress (a) and shear stress (b) along the surface of the microbeam. The x-axis represents
the path length along the microbeam surface starting from the left-upper corner with a counter-clock direction.

3.3. Radiometric flow
In this case, we consider another thermally induced flow generated by a small plate with differentially heated sides placed in a chamber. Such flow is called radiometric flow and the force acting on
the small plate is called radiometric force [2]. This kind of force is known to be the driven mechanism
of the radiometer invented by William Crookes in the 19th century. The origin of the radiometric
force has long been a debate ever since the late 1900s and has attracted the interest of many prominent scientists [2]. Not until recently, direct computations based upon Boltzmann model equations
have made it possible to study such flow phenomenon in detail [13, 55]. In this testing case, the flow
configuration is stretched in Fig. 8. The outer chamber size is 45 cm × 45 cm and the small plate
enclosed has a size of 0.95 cm × 3.81 cm and is placed at the geometric center of the chamber which
is the origin of the coordinate system. The temperatures of plate’s left and right surface are kept at
Tl = 419 K and Tr = 394 K, respectively. Both the upper and lower side of the plate is maintained at
400 K. The chamber surface is kept at Tc = 300 K. All of the boundaries are treated as diffusive walls.
The Knudsen number of the system is defined using the ratio of the reference mean free path λref to
the plate height L = 3.81 cm, where λref is defined using the initial uniform gas density. Due to the
14

Tw =300K

Th =419K

Tc =384K

Figure 8: Geometry configuration of the radiometric flow in a closed chamber.

symmetry of the flow domain in the vertical direction, only the upper half-domain is computed. Two
Knudsen numbers, i.e. Kn = 0.1 and 1 are considered. An unstructured mesh with 22790 quadrangle
elements is used and it is refined near the surface of the plate. To be more specific, a total number
of 50 cell faces are uniformly padded along the surface of the half plate in the computational domain.
For the case of Kn = 0.1, at set of 28 × 28 half-range Gauss–Hermit quadrature points is used in the
discretization of the velocity space, while for the case of Kn = 1, 81 × 81 uniform points in the range
√
√
of [−4 2RTref , 4 2RTref ]2 and Newton–Cotes quadrature are employed.
The temperature fields and streamlines predicted by both the DUGKS and DSMC methods are
presented in Fig. 9. We can see for the case of Kn = 1, the overall agreements between the DUGKS
and DSMC result are quite well in terms of both the temperature and the velocity fields. While in
the case of Kn = 0.1, the agreements are less satisfactory. At this lower Knudsen number, the vortex
shapes predicted by the two methods at the right side of the plate exhibit small difference. The
temperature field predicted by the DUGKS near the vicinity of the plate is slightly higher than that
in the DSMC result. The differences here can be explained by the fact that the Shakhov model used
in the DUGKS is different from the full Boltzmann collision term used in the DSMC method, and
such difference is more pronounced in the transition regime. Another reason is that the statistic noise
in the DSMC results is still quite large as the temperature difference across the plate is very small,
even though a long time averaging has been conducted in the DSMC simulation. Figure 10 presents
the pressure (normal stress) difference between the left and right side of the plate along the vertical
direction, which is the main contribution to the radiometric force as having been analyzed [13, 55].
We can see the at the higher Knudsen number (Kn = 1), the left/right pressure difference is nearly
uniform along the plate surface in the vertical direction, and the DUGKS and DSMC results agree
well. At the lower Knudsen number (Kn = 0.1), the left/right pressure difference is non-uniform along
the plate edge and takes larger value near the ends (top and bottom) of the plate. But the smallest
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pressure difference (at the center of the plate) is still larger than that in the case of Kn = 1. The
DSMC results at Kn = 0.1 are systematically higher than that of the DUGKS results and exhibit
quite a large statistic noise.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Temperature field and streamlines of the radiometric flow case. Left: Kn = 1. Right: Kn = 0.1.

3.4. Flows induced by temperature discontinuity
The last case is the flow in a square cavity induced by temperature discontinuities at the cavity
boundaries. The geometric configuration and boundary conditions are sketched in Fig. 11. The side
length of the square cavity is L. The temperature on the top wall is maintained at Th , while on other
walls it is maintained at a lower temperature Tc . Thus the wall temperature is discontinued at the
upper corners of the cavity. Such temperature discontinues will induce gas circulations in the cavity
as having been investigated in Refs. [56, 20, 50]. All of the walls are treated as diffusive boundaries.
The reference mean free path λref is calculated from the initial uniform density, and the reference
temperature is set to be Tref = 300 K. The Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of λref to L. Four
cases corresponding to Kn = 0.001, 0.1, 1 and 10 are computed. For all of the cases, we use a mesh
with 60 × 60 uniform cells in the physical space. The velocity grids for the cases of Kn = 0.001 and
Kn = 0.1 are of half-range Gauss-Hermit type with 12 × 12 and 28 × 28 points, respectively. While
for the case of Kn = 1 and 10, we use 1612 and 2012 uniform points respectively with Newton–Cotes
quadrature.
For the case of Kn = 0.1, 1 and 10, we compare our results with DSMC solutions. A relatively
higher temperature difference between the top wall and other walls, i.e., Tc = 200 K and Th = 400 K
is used so we can obtain the DSMC solution with minimal effort. The temperature and velocity fields
16
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Figure 10: Distribution of normal pressure (stress) difference between the hot and cold sides of the plate (Pa) along the
vertical direction. Only a half region is shown due to the symmetrical configuration.
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Figure 11: Geometry configuration of the flow induced by temperature discontinuities.
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predicted by both the DUGKS and DSMC methods are shown in Fig. 12(b)-(d). The temperature
and velocity profiles along the center lines of the cavity are present in Fig. 13.
We can see like other cases in this study, the overall agreement between the two results, especially
in terms of the temperature field, is quite well. The detailed vortex shape and vortex center locations
exhibit obvious differences among the two results, particularly in the case of Kn = 0.1 and 1. The
velocity profiles in Fig. 13(c)-(d) present the differences of the velocity field between the DUGKS and
DSMC results more clearly. As have been explained in Sec. 3.1, such discrepancies can be explained
by the difference collision models used in the DUGKS and DSMC methods.
In the case of Kn = 10, the velocity field predicted by the DUGKS method is unsmooth and unphysical vortexes appear in various locations. These numerical errors can be attributed to the sharp
discontinuity of the distribution function due to the large temperature discontinuity at the upper
corners at the highly rarefied condition and the limited resolution of the discrete velocity grid.
For the case of Kn = 0.001, we compare our results with the analytical solution based on the heat
equation. In such low Knudsen number condition, the flow approaches its continuum limit described
by the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equation. Provided the temperature difference at the corner is small,
the vanishing but still nonzero [56] thermally induced velocity field has a negligible effect on the
temperature field, thus the temperature field is essentially governed by the heat equation. A recent
study based on the ES–BGK model equation has also confirmed the validity of using the heat equation
to predict the temperature field [57]. In our simulation for the case of Kn = 0.001, the temperature
difference is 1 K, and we set Th = 301 K, Tc = 300 K and Tref = 300 K. The analytical solution based
on heat equation is given by [58],
θ(x, y) =

∞
2 X (−1)n+1 + 1
sinh(nπy/L)
sin(nπx/L)
,
π
n
sinh(nπ)

(24)

n=1

where θ is the normalized temperature defined as θ = (T −Tc )/(Th −Tc ) and the origin of the coordinate
system is taken as the lower left corner of the cavity. The DUGKS solution together with the solution
obtained from Eq. (24) is presented in Fig. 12(b), from which we can see quite well agreement has
been achieved.
4. Summary
In this paper, the application of the discrete unified gas kinetic scheme for simulating thermal
induced non-equilibrium flows has been explored. Fours types of thermally induced flows have been
simulated in a wide range of Knudsen numbers and the results have been validated using DSMC
results. The results show that DUGKS can be faithfully used for thermally induced low-speed flows.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: Temperature field and streamlines [only in (b), (c), (d)] of the temperature discontinuity induced flow case.
Sub-figure (a) is for the case of Kn = 0.001, left and right half are the DUGKS solution and the analytical solution based
on heat equation [(24)]. Sub-figures (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the cases of Kn = 0.1, 1 and 10, respectively. In each
sub-figure, left and right half are results using the DUGKS and DSMC method, respectively.
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Figure 13: Temperature field and velocity profiles of the temperature discontinuity induced flow case. (a) Temperature
profiles along the vertical center line. (b) Temperature profiles along the horizontal center line. (c) V-velocity profiles
along the vertical center line. (d) U-velocity profiles along the horizontal center line.
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Due to the coupled treatment of the collision and free-transport effects in the evaluation of distribution
function flux, the scheme can handle both the rarefied flows and near continuum flows or continuum
flows in a unified manner without changing the physical mesh resolution to resolve the scale of the
local mean free path. The deterministic nature of the DUGKS also makes it much more efficient than
the DSMC for the thermally induced non-equilibrium flows which are featured as very low-speed in
nature. The numerical results also show that the thermally induced velocity fields obtained by the
Shakhov model in the transition regime exhibit clear differences with the DSMC solutions using the
VHS molecular interaction model.
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